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Microcavities and nanoresonators are characterized by their quality factors (Q) and mode volumes (V ). While Q is
unambiguously defined, there are still questions on V and, in particular, on its complex-valued character, whose
imaginary part is linked to the non-Hermitian nature of open systems. Helped by cavity perturbation theory and
near-field experimental data, we clarify the physics captured by the imaginary part of V and show how a mapping
of the spatial distribution of both the real and imaginary parts can be directly inferred from perturbation measure-
ments. This result shows that the mathematically abstract complex mode V , in fact, is directly observable. © 2019

Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.6.000269

Predicting how the presence of a tiny foreign object near a res-
onant optical cavity perturbs the optical response is a classical
problem in electromagnetics, with important implications span-
ning from the radio-frequency domain to present-day nano-
optics. The perturbation results in a modification Δω̃ of the initial
complex resonance frequency ω̃ ≡ ω0 � iγ0∕2 of the unperturbed
cavity mode, Re�Δω̃� and Im�Δω̃�, respectively, representing the
frequency shift and linewidth change. For a tiny perturbation quan-
tified by a dipolar polarizability α (assumed to be small and
isotropic) and placed at r0, Δω̃ usually reads as

Δω̃
ω̃

≈
−αε�r0�jẼ�r0�j2RRR �εjẼj2 � μ0jH̃j2�d3r ≡

−α

2V �r0�
, (1)

where ε is the permittivity of the unperturbed cavity, ε0 and μ0 are
vacuum permittivity and permeability, and Ẽ and H̃ are the
unperturbed-cavity-mode electric and magnetic fields. The seminal
Eq. (1) has been initially proposed by Bethe and Schwinger in op-
tics [1] and Waldron in the radio-frequency domain [2,3] and has
been used in similar variants until recently [3–7]. For convenience,
we have introduced the mode volume (V ), the classical real quan-
tity used throughout in quantum electrodynamics [8,9] that gauges
the coupling of an emitting dipole with the cavity mode. V is usu-
ally defined for dipoles placed at the field-intensity maximum,
where the coupling is also maximum. For convenience, we rather
consider a spatially dependent mode V to directly take into account
the dependence of Δω̃ on the perturber position. Equation (1) has
the merit of being intuitive and easy to evaluate, since Δω̃ solely
depends on the unperturbed mode. It has been widely used for
determining the dielectric and magnetic parameters of materials
or testing the functionalities of microwave circuit components [3],

and, in the optical domain, to detect [10,11] or trap [7] nano-
particles, tune the resonance of photonic-crystal (PhC) cavities
[4,12–17], analyze the impact of fabrication imperfections on these
cavities [5], or study magnetic-like light–matter interactions [6,18].
Remarkably, Eq. (1) cannot accurately predict perturbation-
induced changes of the quality factor (Q), Q � − Re�ω̃�

2 Im�ω̃� . In par-
ticular, it predicts that changes in cavity loss rate follow the exact
same spatial dependence as changes in the real frequency, with the
sign of the polarizability setting the sign of the change in loss rate.
This issue is known since the very beginning of perturbation theory
and is sometimes accounted for by appending an additional flux-
like term to Eq. (1) [3], even in recent works [17]. This term un-
fortunately requires solving the perturbed problem.

With the recent advent of theoretical results on the normali-
zation of leaky resonator modes [8,19,20], it becomes evident that
cavity perturbation theory cannot rely on normalization based on
energy but on quasinormal-mode (QNM) formalism to account
for the non-Hermitian character of the problem. Thus, it has been
proposed recently that Eq. (1) is conveniently replaced by

Δω̃
ω̃

≈
−αε�r0�Ẽ2

RRR �εẼ2 − μ0H̃2�d3r ≡
−α

2Ṽ �r0�
: (2)

The sole difference between Eqs. (1) and (2) is the replacement of
the realmodal V by a complex one Ṽ , which is calculated from the
QNM-field distribution (Ẽ, H̃), see Section 2 in Supplement 1 for
a more formal comparison. So far, only purely computational
studies have been used to test the predictive force of Eq. (2),
and those tests targeted highly non-Hermitian systems, i.e.,
low-Q plasmonic nanoantennas [21] and metallic gratings [22].
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Important open questions surround the proposed alternative
perturbation formula, Eq. (2). For instance, even if it is evident
that strongly non-Hermitian systems, like low-Q plasmonics, re-
quire a revised perturbation theory, one wonders which genuine
benefits, if any, can be expected from Eq. (2) for high-Q micro-
cavities, since these operate in a manner closely analogous to
Hermitian systems with infinitesimal absorption or leakage [23].
More fundamentally, the question arises in QNM theory if the con-
cept of complex mode V introduced in Ref. [19] is just an abstract
mathematical construct or if it carries true physical significance. In
particular, the question of the physics captured by Im Ṽ in Eq. (2)
arises, for which simple intuitive arguments have not yet been pre-
sented in earlier works [21,22]. Finally, we note that no experiment
has validated Eq. (2) so far. Even beyond the question whether this
equation correctly captures real perturbation experiments, such an
experiment could for the first time, to the best of our knowledge,
test if QNMs, which are widely regarded as difficult mathematical
objects with complex frequencies and divergent fields, are, in fact,
directly measurable physical objects that can be mapped through
unique signatures in experiments.

This work answers all three questions. In particular, we provide
experimental evidence that the perturbation theory of high-Q mi-
crocavities, like low-Q resonators, should rely on non-Hermitian
physics. Second, as a direct consequence of the relation between
Δω̃ and Ṽ in Eq. (2), we show that our perturbation measure-
ments of Δω̃ allow for a direct mapping of the spatial distribution
of Ṽ . This is an important result since Ṽ is rooted into the local
density of electromagnetic states (LDOS) of resonators and thus
deeply involved in important phenomena of light–matter inter-
actions in non-Hermitian open systems, e.g., the Purcell effect
and strong coupling [8]. We also conclusively clarify the physics
captured by Im Ṽ . Finally, we provide the first, to the best of our
knowledge, analysis of the validity domain of Eq. (2), pinpointing
the physics that causes the breakdown of even the revised pertur-
bation theory.

Our main experimental results, obtained for a PhC cavity
formed by four missing holes organized in a hexagonal array
of holes, are summarized in Fig. 1. Electron beam lithography
followed by reactive ion etching is used to fabricate the perforated
GaAs membrane in air [15]. InAs quantum dots emitting at
1300 nm and excited at 780 nm are embedded in the GaAs mem-
brane. We use a commercial scanning near-field optical micro-
scope (SNOM) from TwinSNOM-Omicron in illumination/
collection configuration. The fiber tip, a chemically etched, un-
coated near-field fiber probe [15], plays the role of the perturber
and the probe. It is raster scanned at a constant height above the
membrane surface, and, for each position, we record the fluores-
cence spectrum from Q-dots, see Supplement 1 for details. By
fitting the recorded lineshape with a Lorentzian profile, we infer
the resonance wavelength and the Q . Three spectra recorded for
three tip positions, labeled A, B, and C in Fig. 1(a), are plotted in
Fig. 1(c). The perturbation is dominantly localized at the tip apex,
while the fluorescence intensity is collected at the apex and along
the tip sides (the intensity only decreases by a factor of 2 between
z � 0 and z � 300 nm). Then, we can finely tune the pertur-
bation position, while maintaining a nearly constant signal-to-
noise ratio of the fluorescence measurements.

The results, shown with the resonance-shift map in Fig. 1(b),
are in quantitative agreement with previous reports [4,14,15,24]
showing resonance red shifts with tiny dielectric perturbers.

We estimate that the spatial resolution, which defines the dimen-
sion of the tip perturbation, is ≈70 nm. More important in the
present context are the tip-induced variations of Q, whose map in
Fig. 1(d) shows both Q increases and Q decreases for the first
time, to the best of our knowledge [25]. In order to link all these
values to the intrinsic cavity Q (without perturber), we addition-
ally repeat the SNOM scans for different tip distances d with re-
spect to the membrane interface. Note that the minimum
separation distance, dmin ≈ 30 nm, depends on the tip–interface
interaction and cannot be accurately measured. The data recorded
for the three tip positions are given in Fig. 1(e). The three series of
data all tend to Q � 2300� 40, which is also the intrinsic Q
value measured when the tip is 1 μm away from the sample.
An important and simple outcome of Figs. 1(c)–1(e) is that
the same perturber may either increase Q (point A), leave Q un-
changed (point C), or decreaseQ (point B). Therefore, our hyper-
spectral mapping of the of the QNM near-field refutes the general
validity of Eq. (1). Further analysis of the experimental Δω̃ map
will be provided afterwards.

To quantitatively test Eq. (2) for high-Q cavities and quantify its
domain of validity, we consider the same geometry and material as
in the experiment (the membrane refractive index is assumed to be
3.46) and replace the tip by a deep-subwavelength dielectric per-
turber (volume V p, permittivity Δε� εb with εb ≡ ε�r0�). We
compute the resonance mode of the unperturbed cavity with
the QNM solver QNMEig [26,27] implemented in COMSOL
Multiphysics [28]. QNMEig provides normalized QNMs �Ẽ, H̃�,
with

RRR �εẼ2 − μ0H̃2�d3r � 1, and Ṽ �r0� is simply given by
�2ε�r0�Ẽ2�r0��−1. The computed eigenfrequency is λ̃ � 2πc∕ω̃ �
1364� i0.13 nm, implying that the computed Q is two times
larger than the experimental one, probably because of losses in-
duced by layer absorption, surface roughness, or other extrinsic

Fig. 1. Experimental results. (a) Sketch of the PhC cavity.
(b) Wavelength-shift map as the tip is scanned over the cavity, with super-
imposed holes. (c) Photoluminescence recorded for three tip positions,
A, B, and C shown in (a). Curves are Lorentzian fits of the data small
points. The black and red points are blue-shifted by 0.05 and 0.08 nm to
ease the visual comparison for cavity Q’s. (d) Perturbation-induced Q
map. (e) Q as a function of the offset distance z − dmin between the
tip and the PhC membrane. Conclusively, the same tip may either en-
hance or decrease the intrinsic Q � 2300� 40, depending on its posi-
tion. The PhC parameters are lattice period a � 331 nm, hole
diameter ≈ 206 nm, and GaAs-membrane thickness 320 nm.
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effects. A spatial map of jẼj2 in a plane 30 nm above the cavity
surface is shown in Fig. 2(a).

Figure 2(b) compares the change in Q , ΔQ’s predicted with
Eq. (2) with exact values computed by solving for the perturbed
cavity. The data are obtained for a dipole polarizability

α � 4πR3 εSiO2
∕ε0−1

εSiO2
∕ε0�2 , corresponding to the static polarizability

of a silica (εSiO2
� 2.25ε0) nanosphere in air of radius

R � 55 nm. Since we use exactly the same mesh for the two com-
putations, numerical dispersion is negligible, and the comparison
strictly quantifies the error due to the single-mode approximation.
Figure 2(c) compares the ΔQ predictions of Eq. (2) with exact
numerical values for increasing values of the perturber polarizabil-
ity α, which is assumed to be real. Three perturber locations, cor-
responding to the three tip positions used in the experiment, are
considered. Remarkably, our key experimental observation that
the same perturber may either decrease or increase Q as its posi-
tion is varied, independently of the wavelength-shift sign, is well
captured by Eq. (2).

As expected, Fig. 2(c) evidences that for vanishing α’s, Eq. (2) is
virtually exact. However, some differences, not observed in previous
studies for low-Q plasmonic structures [21,22], are observed for
α > 150α0. This leads us to the important question of the con-
ditions under which Eq. (2) may be used with confidence, and
what parameters are impacting its domain of validity. For clarifi-
cation, let us briefly recall the approximations needed to derive
the perturbation formula. We focus on perturbations so small that
the point-dipole approximation applies, in which case the perturber
acts as an induced dipole moment pδ�r − r0�. The total incident
field driving the dipole is the sum of the external field Eb�r0,ω�
and the field scattered by the cavity onto the dipole,

p � α�ω�fEb � μ0ω
2ΔG�r0, r0,ω�pg, (3)

where the polarizability α�ω� � α�ω�I is a diagonal tensor with all
elements being equal [29] and defined for a perturber placed in an
homogenous medium of permittivity of permittivity ε�r0,ω�, ΔG

is a regularized scattering tensor [30] satisfying G � G0 � ΔG,
withG�r0, r,ω� and G0 the Green tensors of the unperturbed cav-
ity and of the uniform medium of permittivity ε�r0,ω�, respec-
tively. ΔG encompasses both the coupling to the unperturbed
mode of interest and to all the other cavity modes, and accordingly,
is expressed as [8]

ΔG�r, r 0,ω� � −ω̃ẼN �r� ⊗ ẼN �r 0�
μ0ω

2�ω − ω̃� � δG�r, r 0,ω�, (4)

where the first term represents the contribution from the non-de-
generated (and normalized, see below) mode ẼN �r� of interest,
while the second term gathers the contribution of all other cavity
modes and a continuum of radiation modes for cavities located in
non-uniform backgrounds, on substrates for instance [26,27]. Full
analyticity is recovered by neglecting the δG term in Eq. (4). Doing
so and injecting Eq. (3) into Eq. (4) in the absence of the external
field Eb�r0,ω�, we directly obtain Eq. (2).

In Supplement 1, we analyze the impact of omitting δG. Since
both terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (4) depend on the per-
turber position differently, we have to make several approxima-
tions. We assume real values for the polarizability α and neglect
the vectorial character of the coupling, approximating δG by a
diagonal tensor with identical diagonal terms δG equal to one
third of the trace of δG. This way, we find two upper bounds
for α to obtain accurate predictions of Δω̃ with Eq. (2). For
ReΔω̃, α < αr ≡ j 1

μ0Re�ω̃2δG� j, and, for ImΔω̃, two conditions

have to be satisfied, α < αr and α < αi ≡ j 1
μ0Im�ω̃2δG� jj Im Ṽ −1

Re Ṽ −1 j,
implying that Im�Δω̃�, i.e., ΔQ , can be predicted, at best, with
the same accuracy as Δλ, but not better. Moreover, asQ increases,
j Im Ṽ −1

Re Ṽ −1 j decreases towards zero, and so does αi. Therefore, it is
more difficult to predict ΔQ accurately for a high-Q cavity than
for a low-Q one. This explains why no visible deviation between
the predictions of Eq. (2) and exact numerical data have been
detected in earlier works on plasmonic nanoresonators, even
for large shell perturbers [21,22]. Finally, for our present cavity,
strong near-field interactions between the perturber and the PhC
membrane result in jRe δGj ≫ jIm δGj for all perturber positions
(see Supplement 1 for specific numerical values). This explains
why the predictions of ΔQ in Fig. 2(c) and those of Δλ in
Fig. S4 in Supplement 1 are equally accurate over the entire range
of polarizability values.

The success of Eq. (2) to predict Q-changes resides in the
replacement of a real mode V by a complex one, and, more pre-
cisely, of jẼ�r0�j2 by Ẽ2�r0� in the denominator of Ṽ . This
replacement preserves the phase information ϕ�r0� of the mode
at the perturber location. For an intuitive picture that explains
why the phase is essential, consider a driving field impinging onto
a perturbed cavity. The field does not see the tiny perturber and at
first instance excites the cavity as if it were unperturbed. The cav-
ity then directly scatters in free space and also excites the per-
turber, which in turn re-excites the cavity mode with a round-
trip dephasing delay of 2ϕ�r0�. The total radiated field by the
cavity results from the interference of the direct initial radiation
and the delayed one. Depending on whether these interferences
are constructive or destructive, the total cavity radiation can
be higher or lower than the intrinsic cavity radiation, possibly
allowing for either an increase or a decrease of Q. This a posteriori
explains why Eq. (1) which relies on an Ẽ · Ẽ	 product and,
hence, losing the phase information, fails to predict Q-changes.

Fig. 2. Numerical test of Eq. (2) for the cavity used in the experiment.
(a) Maps of jẼj2. (b) Comparison between the ΔQ maps predicted with
Eq. (2) (left) and exact values (right) for α � 166α0. (c) Validity of
Eq. (2) for increasing values of the polarizability and for the three tip
positions, A, B, and C, used in the experiment. α0 denotes the static
polarizability of a 10-nm-radius silica sphere in air, so that the full hori-
zontal scale covers silica spheres with radii from 10 to 70 nm. Note that
Eq. (1) predicts ΔQ � 0 for all positions and all α. In (b) and (c), the
point-dipole perturber is assumed to be located in a plane 30 nm above
the semiconductor PhC membrane, and the exact values are computed
by iteratively searching the complex-frequency pole of Eq. (4) for Eb � 0
with the regularized scattering tensor ΔG�r, r 0,ω� computed with
COMSOL Multiphysics [27].
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The concept of complex Ṽ 0s is recent [19]. It seems to be
rooted in important phenomena of light–matter interactions in
non-Hermitian open systems [8]. For instance, the ratio
Im Ṽ −1∕Re Ṽ −1 quantifies the spectral asymmetry of the mode
contribution (or LDOS) to the modification of the spontaneous
emission rate of an emitter weakly coupled to a cavity [19]. For
strong coupling, it modifies the usual expression of the Rabi fre-
quency [9] by blurring and moving the boundary between the
weak and strong coupling regimes [8,31]. Despite these strong
roots, complex Ṽ 0s are often seen as a mathematical abstraction.
In fact, Eq. (2) and our experiment show that complex Ṽ 0s are not
just a mathematical tool, but, in fact, are directly measurable.

Figure 3 shows the maps of Re Ṽ −1 and Im Ṽ −1, which have
been directly inferred from our Δω̃ measurements by injecting a
tip polarizability αtip � 166α0 (tip curvature radius of R � 55 nm )
in Eq. (2). For comparison, we also plot the theoretical maps com-
puted with the QNM solver. Note that to allow for a better
comparison, we have multiplied the experimental values of Re Ṽ −1

and Im Ṽ −1 by a 1/4 rescaling factor. The latter corresponds to a tip
radius only 30% larger (R � 73 nm) and can be understood by
considering that a static sphere dipolar polarizability is a simplistic
model for the tip used in our experiment. There are differences be-
tween the experimental maps and the computed ones. Nevertheless,
the experimental and theoretical maps qualitatively share the same
dominant features, notably a successful agreement on the locations
and amplitudes of the minimum and maximum values, and an over-
all 10 fold difference between Re Ṽ −1 and Im Ṽ −1.

To summarize, we have demonstrated, with hyperspectral-
imaging near-field experiments, that the perturbation theory of
high-Q microcavities should rely on complex modal Vs to fully
account for the role of the perturber at the nanoscale. This dem-
onstration is a first, to the best of our knowledge, and direct evi-
dence of the effects of complex modal Vs, arising from the intrinsic
property of all photonic resonators of being an open (i.e., non-
Hermitian) system, on the optical response of a photonic system.
We have shown that QNM theory allows for a quantitative
prediction of both Re�Δω̃� and Im�Δω̃� as a function of the per-
turber position, whereas the classical theory based on Hermitian
physics only gives access to Re�Δω̃�. Equation (2) combines
great simplicity and predictive power. It may find applications in

various problems related to sensing or trapping, as the additional
information provided by dual maps may help lift the degeneracy of
single Δλ-maps, for instance, allowing not only the detection of a
binding event in sensing but also the binding location [11]. Other
perspectives concern the analysis of the impact of fabrication im-
perfections on Q’s, post-fabrication Q-control [12], optimization
of cavities with large Q’s, or inverse design of cavities with tailored
Δλ and ΔQ maps. Equation (2) also offers the possibility to per-
form direct measurement of the complex mode V of microcavities,
giving greater visibility and operational capacity to an important
physical quantity of resonant light–matter interactions.
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